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Abstract 

People observation and enumeration is of interest in several business and 

non-commercial situations. The amount of individuals coming into and 

deed outlets, the occupancy of workplace buildings or the traveler count 
of commuter trains give helpful data to buy merchants and marketers, 

security officers or train operators to the present finish, this thesis 

develops a distributed individuals enumeration system mistreatment 
raspberry pi with openCV. The monitor shows the number of people 

captured by Picamera. The number of face detected is displayed on the 

counter. Land counter may be a device wont to count the amount of 
pedestrians walking through a door or passageway. Most of the time, this 

technique is employed at the doorway of a building so the overall variety 

of tourists will be recorded.    
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1. Introduction 

Counting folks is a terribly important task in automatic 

police work systems. To investigate store performance 
properly, folks count should be correct. It‟s a „false 

economy‟ to decide out country count system on the 

premise of price alone. As adviser Peter Drucker once 

said: “If you can‟t live it, you can‟t manage it.” 

Moreover, several violent crimes have hyperbolic 

and become serious issues for several establishments and 

business areas. Several of such measurements area unit 

still allotted on manually. Therefore, it's necessary to 

develop the automated methodology for count the passing 

folks. 

Here we have an inclination to aim to develop an 
efficient methodology for estimating the amount of 

individuals in a very sophisticated indoor scene. We‟ve 

an inclination to develop a distributed folks count system 

mistreatment raspberry pi with openCV. Through this 

device, we'll be ready to count the amount of individual‟s 

gift in area or seminar hall in additional economical 

manner. Once traffic is unsteady, business is unsteady. 

However does one forever perceive the factors that area 

unit poignant traffic? You‟ll suppose sales reports and a 

walk round the outlet or repository tell you all regarding 

your guests and customers. However country count 

system is like having a military of individuals viewing 

your building, all the time, every day of the year. We 

have a tendency to will assist you see trends. We have a 

tendency to will assist you "zoom out" and reach on the 

way side today's sales or traveller figures. Here are a unit 
some factors which will be assessed once you. 

 

2. Literature Survey 

People numeration area unit a wide studied and 

commercially exploited subject. Within the authors 

describe associate degree approach to folk‟s numeration 

victimisation multiple video cameras. The main focus lies 

on extracting the dimensions and moving patterns of 
people passing. By suggests that of motion histograms 

supported frame-differenced pictures, the histograms 

classify detected movements. Probabilistic correlation is 

applied to see country count. The results of multiple 

cameras area unit joined so as to make a movement 

vector for every individual recognized. In distinction, 

proposes an answer supported one ceiling-mounted 

camera that identifies folks by background extraction of 

the camera image. A non-background “blob” is 

recognized, and its size is calculable and compared to 
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antecedently established bounds of people‟s component 

dimensions. Country count springs from the results of this 

analysis. The system reaches a claimed accuracy of 

ninety eight.5%. The key disadvantage of a camera-based 
system is that it needs associate degree close source of 

illumination and comparatively powerful laptop resources 

to perform image process. This section in brief reviews 

the standard technologies used for folk‟s numeration. 

Within the authors describe associate degree approach to 

folks numeration victimisation multiple video cameras. 

the main focus lies on extracting the dimensions and 

moving patterns of people passing. By suggests that of 

motion histograms supported frame-differenced pictures, 

the histograms classify detected movements. 

 

3. Existing System 

The Raspberry Pi camera module may be wont to take 

high-definition video, in addition as stills pictures. It‟s 

simple to use for beginners, however has lots to supply 

advanced users if you want to expand your information. 

There are a unit voluminous examples on-line of 

individuals victimization it for time-lapse, slow-motion 

and different video cleverness. You‟ll be able to 
additionally use the libraries we have a tendency to 

bundle with the camera to make effects. 

The Raspberry pi Development Board is tiny sized 

Broadcom BCM 2835 SoC primarily based ARM11 

power digital computer. The raspberry pi may be simply 

blocked into monitor as a result of its constitutional GPU 

and audio-visual capabilities. Additionally it uses 

commonplace mouse and keyboard. This can be simply 

programmable by powerful languages like C, python etc, 

giving it a capability to store and analyze the information. 

 

Figure 1: Setup for counting people   

 

4. Proposed System 

People reckoning system will be enforced in varied 

domains like libraries, schools, airports, malls. in class 

and public libraries, land reckoning system will contour 

the subsequent functions. 
 

Keep in compliance: 

Library employees will report yearly statistics to the state 

PRN. They‟ll keep inside budget restrictions by 

maintaining labor percentages or limiting technology 

usage. 

 

Make cases to administration: 

With individuals reckoning knowledge, libraries will 

share spectacular numbers with electoral officers or board 

members to prove their would like for enhanced or 

attenuated hours of operation and extra staffing, 

technology or services. They‟ll prove that usage has 

enhanced, notwithstanding circulation is down. By 

putting in a door counter on top of the pc science 

laboratory, libraries will use traffic numbers to determine 
their building‟s technology usage. They‟ll increase or 

decrease the quantity of technology accessible supported 

correct knowledge. 

 

Make up on business decisions: 

Door counters permit libraries to be told that entrances 

square measure used most and that rooms and Times 
Square measure the busiest. With this information, they'll 

guide the position and temporal order of cafes, 

refreshments, kiosks, exhibits, guest speakers, study 

teams, etc. correct individuals counts {are also square 

measure are} some way for libraries to extend their 

awareness of what percentage individuals are 

mistreatment services however not finding out material. 

 

5. Methodology 

OpenCV is degree open offer computer vision and 

machine learning code library. OpenCV was built to 

produce a regular infrastructure for computer vision 

applications and to accelerate the use of machine 

perception among the business product. Being a BSD-

licensed product, OpenCV makes it simple for businesses 

to utilize and modify the code. 

It has C++, Python, Java and MATLAB interfaces 

and supports Windows, Linux, mechanical man and 

mackintosh OS. OpenCV leans mostly towards amount 

vision applications and takes advantage of MMX and 
point directions once accessible. A full-featured CUDA 

and OpenCL interface are being actively developed 

quickly. 

 

6. Experimentation and Result  

At the initial stage when there is no person in the room 

the count will be shown as 0 

 

Figure 1: No People 
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Initially when people start entering into the room, the 

count will be getting incremented. 

 

Figure 2: People In  

 

At the final stage count will be shown in webpage 

 

Figure 3: Webpage  

 

Figure 4: Diagram 

 

Figure 5: Output 

 

7. Conclusion 

This project presents associate approach to count people 

passing through a virtual gate using a mounted affordable 

Picamera mounting vertically on the raspberry Pi board 

and Python programming tool coupled to the appliance. 

The results show that using a camera to count people is 

sweet numerous to completely different sensors for large 

entrance as a results of tons of correct. But it shows 

collectively that the system needs an excellent deal of 

enhancements to be terribly reliable. 
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